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ABSTRACT
Throughout its history, the horror genre has sought to illicit fear and discomfort in
audiences, as it brings unfamiliarity and deep symbolic undertones to everyday settings.
Theorists such as Noel Carroll and Sigmund Freud have sought to highlight several aspects of
the genre to establish its foundations and to attempt to illustrate the complex and shifting genre.
Through the comics medium, both visual and written languages are combined in individual
panels to effectively illustrate several aspects that are the cornerstones to the horror genre.
Sequential artists capitalize on tools that comic masters such as Scott McCloud and Will Eisner
have presented to be able to effectively create a visually gripping narrative. In surviving early
history censorship, comics have continued to evolve with the times, alongside the horror genre
itself and new horrors that current society brings. Growing from the classic EC short story
comics into full episodic arcs with classic horror monsters such as the Swamp Thing and ending
up in the world of the computer screen by means of web comics, the horror genre in comics has
had to adapt and reinvent itself. The medium has become more effective in encompassing
readers deep in the stories by means of closure and visual interest and detail. This constant
growth and creative invention is a major reason as to why comics have been an effective addition
to the horror genre.
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Chapter 1: The Horror Genre
The horror genre is quite eclectic and certainly has not been static in its long history as a
literary genre. Horror began in oral traditions of storytelling and has moved since into novels,
comics, and the silver-screen. The genre itself encapsulates multiple sub-genres that merge other
elements into the general framework of what is considered the horror genre. Defining what
constitutes horror literature is challenging due to shifting popular culture beliefs and the growing
popularity of the genre through Hollywood within our visually focused society. Compared to
horror films, horror literature focuses on storytelling specifically as its intent on relaying
meanings to readers by writing rather than visual imagery. This type of storytelling relies on
rhetorical and literary devices such as hyperboles, metaphors, allegories, and others to drive the
narrative forward. Horror literature also places focus on character investment and development
as well as various ways in which the writing affects the emotions of terror, fear, and discomfort
that are often associated with the horror genre. Other sub-genres of the horror genre also come
up in regards to literature, such as Lovecraftian or Supernatural horror which focuses on cosmic
elements and aspects of the unknown to drive a narrative as opposed to gore or shock. However,
despite all of its subgenres and complexities, the basic foundations to the horror genre are quite
specific in purpose and intent.
According to Noel Carroll, horror itself can be loosely defined as being dominated by
horrific elements with their “intended capacity to raise a certain affect” (Carroll 14). That affect
is namely, to horrify. Defining exactly what horror fiction is, however, proves quite difficult and
misleading because of the fluidity of the genre. The only way to possibly define what constitutes
the horror mode, one must first realize that it is most often driven by emotion. The main focus of
horror literature is eliciting emotion (sadness, discomfort, rage, uncertainty, disgust) from
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readers as they progress through a work. Horror can emerge occasionally in numerous other
literary genres through the workings of characters, settings, description, and elements of the
unexpected or suspenseful. Horror literature proper instead gives heavy attention to the basic
foundations of literary elements and twists them into critical aspects of a creative storyline full of
terror and wonder. The genre also focuses on using relatable characters and everyday settings to
allow readers to grow content; upon reaching a sense of security, writers then instill discomfort
with a sense of dread. According to William Robinson, “Within a plot designed for
suspense…sanity and chastity are constantly threatened, and all over looms the suggestion that
evil and irrationality will destroy civilization” (1). Horror writers capitalize on this constant push
and pull of reader emotions to time the storylines, plan the monsters’ appearance, and to know
when to lull audiences back into that sense of safety. The pacing of the story itself is the
foundation of the reader’s journey; it leads to the transitions of calmness and suspense as readers
progress through what many theorists describe as the readers personally “reading about your
worst nightmares” (Robinson 1).
Many have created various theories on what horror is and what it does, and these theorists
have realized that the genre changes as the readers change. According to an article “What is
Horror Fiction?”, since the genre is surely “audience driven,” horror fiction must change with the
times and evolve with new generations of readers, or in the case of films, viewers and their everchanging fears:
What makes horror literature so pervasive is that its need to evoke necessary
atmospheric emotional dread is utterly dependent upon who we are as readers – as
people. As children afraid of the shadows looming from a half-closed closet
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door…. As adults, our fears become more socially grounded in worldly events….
horror by nature is a personal touch (What is Horror Fiction?).
According to the quote above, social grounding grows as one becomes more aware of their
surroundings and involvement within society. With more experience, adults often grow socially
grounded through worldly events, by means of experiencing both triumphs and tragedies, and the
effects these events have on populations. So as one gets older, fear grows more complex, more
contingent on social pressures and anxieties that come along with today’s complex world full of
war, death, famine, fallout, and suffering. As children, we are often not fully aware of what is
going on around us politically, religiously, psychologically, or globally. In this case, one’s fears
are still grounded; however, they often take a more innocent or simple undertone. Some
examples of these childhood fears are monsters under the bed, the boogeyman, or other figments
of the imagination created by scary stories often told by adults. In facing triumphs, tragedies,
natural disasters, as well as basic cultural norms, adults become aware of more of what is going
on in the world rather than their own restricted spectrum. Unlike children who often carry an
isolated view that mostly only reaches so far as their parents allow, adults tend to see horror that
is contextualized from society. In knowing social expectations and processes, one can realize that
what goes against them is often negative, uncomfortable, or even grotesque. Also, unlike
adolescents, this more ranging view of ethics and customs allows for a deeper understanding of
what is considered to be terrifying or threatening and these deeper insights allow one to create
their own definition of what constitutes horror.
The Horror Writers Association have elaborated further on these points and several others
in the attempt to outline what exactly constitutes horror literature. Several key elements define
the horror genre rather commendably, including both character and setting. Settings in horror
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literature are pivotal foundations to the genre and are critical to its appeal. Settings in horror
stories can span a variety of locations depending on the sub-genre; whether it is normal everyday
settings, or stumbling into the supernatural and cosmic beyond. It allows readers to visualize the
character’s journeys, their trials and tribulations, and their fight for survival. The settings are
meant to ‘set the scene’ similar to that of a film. It helps in the configuration of readers’
emotions of either safety, uncertainty, or dread. They are able to stand alone, often depending on
a good amount of descriptions and details that activate the senses; using sight, smell, touch, or
sounds are ways that authors build up these locations to play supporting roles to the characters
that inhabit them. These places are often approached by readers with feelings of curiosity or
uncertainty. A deserted home, dark forest, or cave are places one may never have the courage to
venture into, but with the literature, they can quench that curiosity by turning the pages. At times,
the story will lead readers into places that are often left uninhabited by humans. The emotional
buildup these places procure lend effectively to the genre’s use of sudden change, scares, or
lingering monstrosities that add to the reveal of the main focus, the monster. Both characters and
settings work together to improve the visceral effects that the horror genre plays upon with
readers’ emotions.
Characters, like the settings, are a pivotal aspect to the horror genre. They are the most
relatable parts within the storyline and audiences have the most access to them above all else.
Both the protagonists and antagonists become the spotlight of an author’s formula in eliciting the
necessary emotional responses from readers in order for the genre to be effective. Authors
depend upon the audience’s investment in the survival of the protagonists in the story, and the
emotional responses to what happens to the main and supporting characters, to keep audiences
attached. They also depend upon the ‘monster” they created to counteract the protagonists, and
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the feelings of dread, disgust, or anger that reader’s may experience towards that monster (both
in the tangible and intangible). This monster can span from a physical grotesque creature to a
terrifying way of life that challenges the norms set in that society. Readers often care if
characters live or die and often place themselves in the shoes of a character fighting for survival
against that specific monster or threat. The main reason behind the importance of the protagonist
is that we relate to them, and often become them. We place ourselves in their mindset and grow
emotionally attached to them as they attempt to overcome the horror. (What is Horror
Literature?)
Horror also reflects the side of society that people do not want to embrace, what they
often wish to keep it hidden. However, the genre also lends itself to illustrating all of the
grotesque actions and monstrous portrayals of humankind. Given this fact, horror literature also
explores these negative social and psychological aspects through backstories, legends, and the
often-iconic terrifying monsters. The purpose is to scare, disgust, and haunt readers, but the
deeper meanings behind horror relies on the undertones and symbols. Theorists and authors such
as Sigmund Freud and Noel Carroll have the genre is so effective psychologically. Both thinkers
have delved into the genre and its foundations, highlighting a few reasons why the genre is so
effective. Freud and Carroll both provide a succinct and efficient outline of what constitutes the
horror genre. Carroll’s theory of “Art-horror” and Freud’s theories on “the Uncanny” outline
some further aspects that would constitute horror literature.
The cornerstone to a horror story is the monster, according to Carroll. The monster makes
readers react accordingly because the monster could span from the likes of a regular human all
the way to a grotesque being. To Carroll, the monsters are “beings in violation of the natural
order” (Carroll 40). They go against basic societal norms and accepted practices. Like the heroes
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or heroines of the novel, the monster is equally as crucial and captivates readers by forcing them
to negotiate between pure repulsion and deep intrigue in an attempt to understand the character.
According to Carroll, the monster is often an outcast and a violation of the nature set within the
story and readers must negotiate these violations and the reactions they may have. The authors
form their monsters into a combination of lethal and disgusting both internally and externally,
“Emotionally, these violations of nature are so fulsome and revolting that they frequently
produce in characters the conviction that mere physical contact with them can be lethal” (Carroll
22). Due to the lethal contact the monster is often viewed as repulsive and is the author’s means
to counter the positive emotions of the protagonists to further the sense of terror and dread. The
monster breaks the attachments we may feel towards the protagonists by ‘killing them off’. They
can also be a character to which readers can become attached to and then that sense of
attachment can be wrenched away later once the monster reveals the horrors within. This
constant assault on readers’ emotions forces them to fight against what the monster is attempting
to illustrate in that particular story. In turn, characters, often like the readers, end up regarding
the monster, their adversary, such as a supernatural creature or an abusive father figure with fear
and loathing, terror and disgust (Carroll 23).
In short, the “monster” according to Noel Carroll is often considered the “it” or “them”
that suggests beings that are not easily classified by current societal categories (33). According to
Carroll, “art-horror”, a category within the philosophy and study of the horror genre, is defined
as dealing with virtues of danger and impurities within society. Unlike the Horror Writers
Association, Carroll focuses on horror that walks a line between objective and subjective realities
and the emotional responses it forces. Her idea of horror forces us to question what is reality and
fiction, and most importantly, it teaches humans how to react to the grotesque (24). In this case,
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when “we are art-horrified, it is important to stress that the original conception of the word
connected it with an abnormal physiological state of felt agitation” (Carroll 24). This agitation,
Carroll feels, is the turning point to most horror stories. The involuntary or automatic responses
elicited from readers, spanning the tensing of muscles, cringing, chills, or even unexpected gasps
or shrill screams, illustrate how effective the genre needs to be to be able to bring forth such an
emotional call and response simply from what is written on the page. For example, emotions
“move out” in order to be considered an actual inner response. Readers show this in various
ways during readings of horror stories. At times, they may react positively or sympathize with
the positive characters in one section and immediately pulsate into deep hatred and disgust
towards the arrival of the monster. The human need for comfort and reaction to what is truly
hated or unsettling is what drives the horror genre; we strive for closure and a peaceful ending,
whereas the horror writers want to keep us in dismay and in the dark, scrambling for a resolution.
In this way, readers may want horror to act as a form of containment where the grotesque
monster is managed or taken care of in the end. However, much like reality, horrors often remain
open and still unsettle or terrorize future generations by means of stories we continue to tell of
them. There are seldom solid resolutions when it comes to horror.
Similar to Carroll, theorist Sigmund Freud has two theories that effectively explain what
horror is and what constitutes the emotion that lies behind the genre. His “Uncanny” theory and
inclusion of liminal states in the essay dig into the depths of human infancy and psychology to
explain the most primal aspects behind the horror genre and why it is quite effective: the
monster, emotion, and the unknown. To look toward the genre’s reliance on the monstrous, the
hidden, and discomfort, we can turn towards Freud’s Uncanny Theory. The Uncanny goes back
into infancy and the human need for familiarity to illustrate how what we know (and do not
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know) drives our feelings of comfort, dread, and in turn, horror. “We can only say that what is
novel can easily become frightening and uncanny; some new things are frightening but not by
any means all. Something has to be added to what is novel and unfamiliar to make it uncanny”
(Freud 2). This is where the horror genre thrives. It creates uncanny situations and elicits
responses of shock or horror.
The most effective way to elicit that response is to take what is familiar (heimlich) and
make it unfamiliar or strange (unheimlich). This element of familiarity illustrates Freud’s work
on “the Uncanny”, that class of the terrifying which leads back to something long known to us,
once very familiar” (Freud 1-2). Horror authors often use aspects of everyday life to draw
readers into a sense of security such as a plain household, the picturesque family, or the calm
lake within the woods. It’s what is underneath the water or that safe layer that is most repugnant.
For example, as readers progress, it is slowly revealed that the lake covers a deserted drowned
city that is full of amphibian vampires that await for victims to swim in the lake they assume is
safe. Who would have thought that the lake covered up a blotted past that involved the murders
of an innocent city population? “The Uncanny” provides a key component to this scenario,
because it takes what readers would consider familiar and safe and turns it inside out. In his
essay, Freud presents a few examples of the hiemlich as “friendly, intimate, and homelike; the
enjoyment of quiet content, etc.” (Freud 3), and the unheimlich as “concealed, kept from sight, so
that others do not get to know about it, withheld from others, etc.” (3). Everything and everyone
has an unfamiliar side, one that often lies under a mask, while that unfamiliarity lends to the
horrific. The Unheimlich can become Heimlich through ambivalence once readers gain
comprehension of the unfamiliar aspects of the story (Freud 4). This counterbalance and constant
tension between the unknown and discomfort, to and away from comprehension, gives the horror
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genre further discomfort. This unsettling nature leads to a sustained feeling of suspense, and fits
into Freud’s other studies in the liminal.
Alongside Freud’s “Uncanny” theory, his studies on liminality further supports and
illustrates the main aspects to the horror genre mentioned above. The main idea behind liminality
is the suspension in the in-between the curiosity that comes with this uncomfortable uncertainty.
Liminal states and thresholds focus on this in between state and the idea of suspension. It
illustrates how people can grow disoriented when something is still occurring despite being
already complete at the same time, or when a ritual is going through the usual human reactions
but has not yet allowed that person to experience the reactions associated with the ritual’s
completion. These times of transition can be uncomfortable and unfamiliar due to the changing
of state or emotional being. A few examples of liminal spaces such as borders, the forest, the
twilight, or crossroads can also cross over into the category of the Uncanny. Commonplace areas
such as these leave us unsure or in suspense of that end state or result. According to Freud, “in
proceeding to review those things, persons, impressions, events and situations which are able to
arouse in us a feeling of the uncanny in a very forcible and definite form, the first requirement is
obviously to select a suitable example to start upon” (Freud 5). This feeling of being in suspense
and amongst thresholds denies us our human need for some sort of order and general flow of
events and thus gives us that feeling of the uncanny that Freud has mentioned as the first
requirement. This primal need for certainty and a linear, straightforward presentation of events
leads to what Freud also notes as “intellectual uncertainty.” This concept is that “we know now
that we are not supposed to be looking on at the products of a madman’s imagination behind
which we, with the superiority of rational minds, are able to detect the sober truth”, The sober
truth being that “this knowledge does not lessen the impression of uncanniness in the least
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degree” (Freud 7). The concept of “intellectual uncertainty” is unable to explain the fact that our
minds will never fully comprehend the uncanniness that we seek to understand. Through this,
familiarity is denied. Human thresholds vary from person to person, and this poses prime
audiences for the horror genre. While we are repulsed and placed in a state of discomfort, our
curiosity eventually pulls us back into the fray.
Following in close relation to “the Uncanny”, liminal zones deny us the rewards of the
heimlich and replace it with unheimlich until the event occurs and we can react accordingly.
According to Freud, “…the writer creates a kind of uncertainty in us in the beginning by not
letting us know, no doubt purposely, whether he is taking us into the real world or into a purely
fantastic one of his own creation” (Freud 7). This idea of the liminal, or constant suspension in
the in-between, coincides with Carroll’s focus on eliciting discomfort in audiences so that the
horrors behind the narrative can be most effective in creating the appropriate emotions that go in
tandem with the genre. Being presented with this constant unfamiliarity of what is real or unreal
is precisely what horror literature thrives upon. Settings in the stories often provide much of that
uncertainty that Freud has illustrated. That suspension, need for resolution, and reliance on what
is familiar drive us to connect emotionally to the story.
This constant suspense in the liminal, facing the uncanny, and being surrounded by
Carroll’s monsters and lethal violations to society lead to the main objective to the genre: to
horrify. Both settings and characters work together to undo clear distinctions between the
familiar and unfamiliar and to build a sense of threat. By doing so, writers fabricate a collaged
reality out of these new places, characters, and creatures. Alongside writing and imagery, these
main elements to the horror genre as illustrated by both Carroll’s and Freud’s various concepts
and theories, help in furthering the effectiveness of the genre itself. Once the basic criteria of the
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setting, characters, monster, and unfamiliarity are set, the horror can unfold on its own and can
raise that wanted effect of terror and horror.
With these criteria of the genre in mind, comics provide a medium in which both written
and visual languages can collaborate in order to convey an effective narrative within the horror
genre. In tandem with these foundations to the horror genre and theories behind it, comics prove
to be a powerful way of telling the tale, showing the scenes, and terrifying readers.
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Chapter 2: Introduction to the Comics Medium
Comics, rely on both written and visual aspects, including their own vocabulary and use
of iconography, to convey narrative. The writers and artists collaborate to create a cohesive story
that readers can follow as they read through the panel illustrations consecutively. In comics, both
verbal content and visual image must interact with each other just as much as the reader needs to
interact with the story. This complex balance and series of interactions is especially important for
a horror comic. Not only is reader interaction needed for understanding the comic medium, it is
absolutely necessary in allowing the horror to be effective. If the reader is not fearful, repulsed,
intrigued, or at least reacting emotionally towards the narrative, then the horror is not aligning
with Carroll’s main objective of horror in the terrifying of audiences. According to Scott
McCloud, comics’ use of visual signifiers offers an especially immersive experience for readers
in this way:
Thanks to film and television, we’ve gotten used to stories that continuously use sight
and sound and offer rich, immersive experiences…words play an important role in
comics by bridging that gap, they give voice to our characters, allow us to describe all
five senses—and in the case of sound effects, they graphically become what they
describe—and give readers a rare chance to listen with their eyes (McCloud 146).
This immersive experience offered by comics allows for readers to read and see the story
unfolding on the page and in their minds. This close interaction opens up the reader to the
uncanniness and discomfort that the horror genre thrives upon.
Comics use both written words and visual imagery to convey narratives, often
simultaneously. Whereas film relies mainly on the visual aspects to storytelling, and writing
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relies on the written word, comics utilize both in unison; within a comic panel, dialogue, sound
effects, and captions need to correlate alongside the artwork in order to create the story.
According to Scott McCloud comics are “juxtaposed pictorial and other images in deliberate
sequence, intended to convey information and/or to produce an aesthetic response in the viewer”
(McCloud 9). In the comics medium, the individual panels can be read together, or separately for
clarification, each comic panel must collaborate with juxtaposed and sequential images and also
function as single images where necessary so that readers can fill in the blanks when the panel
does not fully convey the story. In comics, the composition of the individual panels and the
overall page can be read various ways and the story can still be obtained. Readers can go back
over individual panels as they read to reread aspects or revisit scenes and react to them. They can
read the word bubbles or simply follow the panel artwork because they are interactive. Each
panel can also stand alone when needed in certain scenes “because of the pictorial nature of
comics, picture-specific sequences can function without any words at all for as long as
necessary” (McCloud 134). In turn, the comics medium employs its own transitions and some of
their own techniques such as closure, iconography, and artistic terminology.
In prose, authors usually lead readers through both the setting and storylines by means of
signposting words or descriptions. Authors use verbal language to fully render the story so that
readers do not get lost in the transitions between these actions or scenes. Compared to prose
stories, comic writers do not completely lay out each and every detail in words; they illustrate the
story through the panels. Comics assemble a combination of dialogue, panel artwork, and the
various panel transitions into scenes. In close resemblance to a storyboard of a film, comics rely
heavily on an artist to bring the writer’s story to life. A major advantage to comics is that the
visual aspect helps further the text included within the panel. This is also a reason why horror
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comics are so effective mediums within the genre. The words grip readers like a novel can, but
visually the panel artwork can captivate the reader and illicit the necessary terror, discomfort, or
other emotional response that drives a horror story’s momentum. The artwork pushes the horror
genre into another level. Not only do readers get the horrors implied or described to them, they
can see it with their own eyes with the turn of every page.

Figure 1: Scott McCloud understanding comics, page 67

According to Scott McCloud, comics are a constant balance between what is on the page
and what the readers perceive and imagine. McCloud names this process as closure: “comic
panels fracture both time and space, offering a jagged, staccato rhythm of unconnected moments.
But closure allows us to connect these moments and mentally construct a continuous reality”
(McCloud 67). This concept of closure parallels the horror genre’s reliance on an audience’s
reaction and emotional response that Carroll notes as important to horror literature. Without the
reader interaction with the images on the page and closure of events that panels may skip over,
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the story within the comic would remain incomplete. Without the constant effort of give and take
between writers and readers, the story would be snapshots of events that barely make full sense.
A comic artist and the readers share a unique relationship in regards to understanding the story:
Every act committed to paper by the comics’ artist is aided by a silent accomplice. An
equal partner in crime known as the reader. I may have drawn an axe being raised in this
example, but I’m not the one who let it drop or decided how hard the blow, or who
screamed, or why…All of you participated in the murder. All of you held the axe and
chose your spot” (McCloud 68). In comics, reader participation and their tendencies to
fill in the blanks are significant aspects to comics and their narrative structure (McCloud
68).
This connection with readers is a significant aspect to both comics and the horror genre. The
panels only illustrate certain aspects to the story, and the opportunities for one’s imagination to
wander and fill in the blanks as the panels transition is where the horror can be most effective.
Reader participation allows for comic transitions to be fully understood and encourages readers
to become immersed into the narrative. Once immersed, emotions take over and Carroll’s “arthorror” concept takes over. This participation sets up the foundation for the following panel
transitions to effectively carry readers through the comic.
Panel transitions and dynamic artwork are two more reasons why comics are so effective
in keeping readers engaged. Comics, can employ several different types of transitions between
panels, such as moment- to- moment, action-to-action, and subject-to-subject transitions. Each
transition type presents the story at its own pace. In a moment-to-moment transition only minor
details change, according to McCloud moment-to-moment transitions are transitions that
“require very little closure” (McCloud 70). In these transitions, the artwork details do not offer
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drastic alterations because a moment-to-moment is meant to illustrate a slowed instance of time.
Actiontoaction

Figure 2: Moment-to-Moment Transition, from D’Source Vocabulary of comics Article.

transitions are similar in the idea
that the artwork barely changes
and where “a single subject in
distinct action-to-action
progressions” (McCloud 70).
Figure 3: Action-to Action Transition, from D’Source Vocabulary of Comics Article

McCloud offers an example of a

ball being pitched to a batter in one panel then in the next panel the batter “whacks” the ball.
Nothing drastic changes besides the action of the batter, the background, and characters remain
constant. The only focus point in this panel transition is the movement of the bat and ball and the
sound effect that follows the ball being hit. These minor detail changes between panels such as
Figure 3 and the exchange between Iron Man and Sub-Mariner, allows readers to focus on the
action rather than all of the details that have changed between the individual panels. Early horror
comics, like those of EC Comics, rely mostly on these moment-to moment, Figure 2, and actionto- action, Figure 3, transitions. Consistent panel compositions lull readers into a false sense of
regularity and do not provide substantial moments of discomfort until it becomes necessary in
the story. This is what makes the climatic scenes or the ending that much more shocking in each
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horror comic. Such stories often rely on shock and taking mundane and banal settings and
turning them inside out, so modest and often quiet panel transitions allow writers to achieve
these means by building suspense.
Besides the moment-to-moment and action-to-action transitions, which are similar in
appearance, subject-to-subject panel transitions demand more closure. According to Scott
McCloud, “reader involvement is necessary” to some degree in order to render the subject-to
subject switches between panels and speech bubbles to be meaningful (71). This organization of
images allows for readers to follow along as they read the panels from left to right. The subjectto-subject transitioning allows for the character who is speaking first to be in the foreground
within the panel composition. This transition also focuses on actions that may be affecting the
protagonist. For example, McCloud illustrates a subject-to-subject illustration by means of a
killer swinging an axe towards a character attempting to flee. In the following panel, all
McCloud offers us is an exclamation of “EEYAA!” emanating into the night. At this point our
imaginations fill in the blanks with whatever gruesome outcome we wish. Through closure, the
reader assumes the place of the author, murderer, or victim for
an instance.
Visually, the panels and the artwork within them
Figure 4: Subject-to-Subject Transition. From
D’Source Vocabulary of Comics article.

provide an important aspect to a horror comic. In a way, this
comic is taking aspects from both written horror stories and
horror films in order to create a riveting symbiosis. Similar to
how the panel transitions assist in the iteration of the story,
the actual panels lead readers through the comic. The
composition of each panel leads the eyes of the viewer in each
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scene or character interaction. Panels focus attention on which character is speaking (spotlight
on) by means of composition, lighting, and transitions. How each of the scenes are set lead us
into the next panel. This visually leads the eye and controls reader gaze to enhance the impact of
the narrative.
In his book Comics and Sequential Art, Will Eisner stresses that the imagery presented
within the panels of a comic are major communicative devices. Even during the 18th century,
imagery and words were used simultaneously by means of paintings and inscriptions so that
viewers can have a deeper understanding of what is being presented to them. Given that comics
rely on the relationship between the readers and both the writers and artists, each party needs to
take into consideration a universal language that everyone understands. Eisner stresses this point
as well, “Comprehension of an image requires a commonality of experience. This demands of
the sequential artist an understanding of the reader’s life experience if his message is to be
understood” (Eisner 13). That being said, a horror comic needs to capitalize on the universal
symbols that encapsulates a horror story: as noted in the “What is Horror Literature?” article, the
monster, the innocent bystander(s), and the hero/heroine are the main basic foundations to the
genre. No matter who or what form the character may be in, readers are able to understand what
that character stands for within the story. Within comics, writers create the symbolic figures and
give them voices; however, the artists make the symbols visually understood as well.
Every written form and means of communication has its own vocabulary and techniques
that set it apart from other mediums. In comics especially, iconography, the visual image, and the
composition of the inked panels are vital components. Iconography makes characters, places, and
ideas accessible. Will Eisner stresses that the interaction between the sequential artist and reader
needs to be a strong one. For the images in the panels to be comprehended, a “commonality of
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experience” is required by both parties, and these communicators are often considered iconic
imagery (Eisner 13-14). Icons help in furthering the artists’ interpretations of both characters and
settings, and how the artist decides to compose their images in each panel helps to relay that
image’s message also. For example, in the case of the classic EC short comics, artist Jack Davis
implements a heavier inking style to show stark lighting and contrasts. He also uses both planes
of solid black or crowded panels to push the viewer out or make an image appear claustrophobic.
Along with the various panel transitions described in previous paragraphs, the artwork itself
leads the eye through the story. The images in each panel can illustrate the scene even if dialogue
is not present, through the strategic use of techniques such as inking, panel composition, and
figural detail.
Comics with their use of both written and visual narrative cues allow for quite a bridge
into the literature of the genre. Horror comics show how the blending of the image, the written
word, and these various genre specific aspects of characters, settings, and emotion can be
immensely effective in iterating a horror tale. The short stories in EC comics during the 1950’s
represent a beginning to what comics were able to offer to the horror genre and its long and
varied history. Those comics built the foundations for later full story comic arcs such as the
Swamp Thing and contemporary web comics such as Emily Carol’s His Face All Red. These
different comics, with their variations of form, offer new perspectives and possibilities for horror
literature and the genre. The following pages will conduct close readings and analyses on these
comics and how they fit into the genre, its foundations, and its theoretical underpinnings.
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Chapter 3: The Grounds for Horror!
The first comic source in the investigation of horror comics is a short story comic within
the ‘Taint the Meat…it’s the Humanity! collection of EC comics that were illustrated by Jack
Davis. The short story Grounds…for Horror! originally appeared in the April-May issues of
Tales from the Crypt #29 (1952). EC stories are meant to be relatively steady paced and quite the
page turners. Both the writers and artists worked cohesively to ensure that each panel lead
readers efficiently to the next, and that the characters or creatures were distinct. The main
purpose was to keep readers entertained and engrossed up to the final impact point. The buildup
was usually eerie and steady as panels progress rather slowly to ensure that no detail was missed.
The writers could also implement some of their own voice and humor through the ever-present
character and host the Crypt Keeper. With the use of the Keeper in the “Crypt of Terror”, readers
were deliberately guided through the tales.
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The crypt keeper, despite not being aligned with either the protagonists or antagonists of
the usual horror tale, is an essential part of these comics.
As the narrator, he plays an integral part in moderating
reader emotions and expectations within the comic. Being
the first “friendly” face we see and voice we hear, he
virtually takes readers by the hand and leads us through the
series of events that build to the final reveal in the closing
panels. Being of a grotesque appearance himself, with
mangy hair, sunken eyes, warts, and decayed teeth (Figure
5), he certainly starts readers off with a shocking
appearance that foreshadows the future horror within the
story.
Figure 5: Tales from the Crypt, Issue 29, Pg: 47

The Crypt Keeper appears to transport readers from his gross domain into the domestic space of
the home, where the horror may not be as grossly specific. Most of these short story comics do
not rely on the usual terrifying monster, so in a way the Crypt Keeper is that creature. He builds
up suspense with introductions like, “one that I’m sure will make your blood freeze in your veins
and the hair on the back of your next crawl! (Davis 47). Here in the introduction to the
“Grounds…for Horror!”, he foreshadows the meat grinder theme that would end up being the
horrific murder weapon in the final pages, “I’ve chosen a real meaty tale of terror from my
collection.” (Davis 47). This statement is similar to that of the classic horror film or novel
taglines that are meant to get you to continue reading deeper into the story. His quippy tone and
often condescending humor towards the villain of the story further establishes reader
observations on both the characters and the story. The sarcasm towards the monstrous father
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throughout the story highlights our sensitivity towards Artie and his mother, the innocent
protagonists who are buried under an abusive household. The Keeper’s humor may not fit into a
scary tale, but it certainly releases tension when needed in the panels.
The setting of the short story comic “Grounds…for horror!” is quite disconcerting despite
taking place within a family home. Like many of the EC comics of its time, the horror resides in
the everyday household and in the mundane. Considering the home is supposed to be a safe and
congenial place for the family, this factor often leads readers into the realm of Freud’s ‘the
unfamiliar’ as the story progresses. Instead of being the safe haven in this tale, the home is the
location where everything goes completely awry. Readers are confronted with evils even in the
nicest of places. Here, the horror is where you would least expect it. With this comic, the major
theme stems from child abuse and strained family relations. The cruel way that Artie’s stepfather treats both his wife and Artie lead to Hozir emerging as the supernatural murderer of the
story. Being that Hozir could be viewed as merely Artie’s imaginary friend who consoles him in
the closet in which his monstrous stepfather shoves him into as a cruel form of punishment, lulls
us to a sense of false security until the final events/climax to the horrific twist at the end.
The panels each set the scene and characters, they also set the foundations for the story
that follows, however, with closure readers must fill in the blanks with their imagination and
interpretation. Panel transitions are significant narrative aspects within comics and help in
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leading readers through the panels and the dialogues. There are several key examples of panel
transitions in the “Grounds for Horror!” short story. Especially in short story comics such as this,
panel transitions are pivotal to the foundations of how the story is read. Such transitions use
similar scenes to establish rhythm and flow between panels to control and structure the narrative.
Other transitions place focus on the main characters and often distract readers from significant
upcoming events. Considering panel transitions help in better understanding how a horror story
in the comic medium can be effective in leading readers through individual panels, compositions,
or whole pages. The transitions either fill in the blanks between panels or allow readers to fill in
the information that the writers decided not to include; these panel transitions are one of the main
reasons why readers continue to turn the pages. Along with the writers and transitions, readers
are able to build the story with the individual pieces provided.
In this comic, there are examples of moment- to- moment, action-to-action, and subjectto-subject transitions. Each transition type offers parts of the story at its own pace. Such as the
sequence in Figure 6, which offers a trio of moment-to-moment and action-to-action transitions
as Artie and his mother converse about his imaginary friend Hozir. In a moment-to-moment
transition only minor details change. In this case the movement of Artie’s or his mother’s hands
change in position and their facial expressions seem to grow exasperated, but the basic panel set
up, character placement,
and panel composition
remain constant. This
consistency and change in
only facial features and
hand movement also

Figure 6: Tales from the Crypt, Issue 29, Pg 51
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illustrates the action-to-action component. This allows focus on the speech rather that the details
and that last word bubble from Artie is just enough to raise discomfort levels in the readers. This
comic, relying mostly on these moment-to moment and action-to- action transitions, allow
readers to note minor detail variations such as facial expressions or deeper shadows in the panel
compositions. Due to this consistency of layout, variations in each panel and panels leading up to
confrontational scenes become more prominent, which makes the climatic scenes between the
step-father and son or the final ending that much more shocking.
Besides the moment-to-moment and action- to action transitions, which prove to be quite
similar in appearance (as shown in Figure 6 above), subject-to-subject panel transitions demand
slightly more reader interaction. According to Scott McCloud, “reader involvement is necessary”
to some degree in order to render the subject-to subject switches between panels and speech
bubbles to be meaningful (71). This organization of dialogue allows for readers to follow along
as they read the panels from left to right. As shown in Figure 7, the subject-to-subject transition
allows for the character who is speaking first to be in the foreground within the panel
composition. For
example, in the
altercation between
Artie and his stepfather, the step-father
speaks first in the
foreground while
Artie answers in the

Figure 7: Tales from the Crypt, Issue 29, Pg 48

background; then in the next panel, the characters have switched placement. This sequence
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requires readers to understand the order of the conversation between the two characters crammed
into an already crowded panel. Both of these sequences include background and foreground
character switches and the exteriors of both the house and are closet are revealed through the
scene, especially on the preceding page. This switching of the foreground and background
characters not only ensure clarity in the reading of the dialogue, but also in the focus of the
reader as they progress through the panels.
Comics require readers to follow both the visual and written aspects to storytelling, but
not every movement or detail is illustrated within the panels. As with Figure 8 below, readers see
that the step-father and mother are conversing as readers notice his brash dialogue and her meek
responses. They also notice, between panels, that Sam has moved locations to what appears to be
through a curtain. Given that the comic did not open with full page spreads of the house, readers
cannot be certain that the adults have not changed rooms between the two panels shown. So,
while readers are engaged with the narrative and the intensity of an abrasive situation, they must
also fill in the blanks of what has occurred in the empty spaces between the individual panels,
also known as the gutter. In written stories, authors usually lead readers through both the setting
and storylines by means of signposting words or descriptions. Authors must use verbal language
to fully articulate the story so that readers do not get lost in the transitions between these actions
or scenes. However, comics allow for readers to fill in the blanks where they feel it is necessary
by means of dialogue, panel artwork, and these panel transitions. Placing this steady demand for
interpretation, for making sense of efficient transitions and sequences, in the hands of the readers
allows for them to grow invested in the story or characters, and as a horror comic, that
investment is a key aspect to the horror achieving its intended effect.
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Figure 8: Tales from the Crypt, Issue 29, Pg: 50

The Crypt Keeper’s witty interjections become what Scott McCloud notes as nonsequitur panel shifts. These non-sequitur shifts interrupt the flow of events completely, and
provides us with a bit of comic relief. His sly bantering such as “that’s the story! Hozir made
mince-meat out of Artie’s step-daddy! Well! He wasn’t much good anyway!” (54) help to break
up the gathering tension in the story. The Crypt Keeper acts an essential part of these short story
EC comics. He provides access to much of the writer’s views. He also stands in as the balance
between the horrific and humorous. Non-sequiturs are transitions that break panel progression,
and in terms of horror comics, they can alleviate some of the tension that builds up as the
narrative progresses. Allowing the reader to focus on the grotesque images or undertones of the
narrative rather than being caught up in complex panel-to-panel transitions illustrates how the
comic medium can be efficient and effective in complementing and pacing the horror genre.
Scott McCloud describes non-sequitur transitions that have “no logical relationships between
panels whatsoever” (72). For example, in Figure 9, the Creeper offers his own version of a nonsequitur. This witty remark about the butcher’s chopping block stands between the conclusion of
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a rough and tense moment between Artie and his abusive step-father. In the previous panel, Sam
reprimand’s Artie for acting out again and forces him to scrub the butcher block as punishment.
This panel proceeds the reprimand and interrupts our
initial emotional response to the Sam’s inappropriate
treatment of Artie. In what resembles a factual aside,
the Creeper offers something that follows the setting of
the butcher shop but deviates from the abusive situation
that was in the previous panels. While these comments
still hold a slight logical relation to the tale itself, it
interrupts the panel relationships and the usual
transitions. In this case, the Keeper removes us from
Figure 9:Tales from the Crypt, Issue 29, Pg: 50

the tension only momentarily, but then thrust us back
into the narrative within the following panels. The

Creeper’s comment points out that cleaning the butcher block is not a job meant for a child,
which further emphasizes the mistreatment of Artie in this household. This partial non-sequitur
distracts our emotions momentarily from the panel progressions; however, it also focuses us
upon the horror of the situation and thrusts us back into the situation, affording only a moment of
distraction.
Comic artist Jack Davis illustrates these short story comics in a cohesive and
comprehendible way so that readers can focus on the overall story rather than struggle with the
imagery of the story. Davis’ job is to ensure that his artwork and compositions work alongside
the writing. Nothing is lost in translation within these two communication modes. In this short
story, especially, the darker figures are literally darker. The step-father is inked in such a way
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that he appears menacing and brutish. Davis inks the father in sections of solid black which fades
into thick hatching. As illustrated
by Figure 10, the heavy inked lines
of the character contrasts with dark
panels that the father almost always
seems to be placed against. The art
syle also lends itself to clear
differentiating between the
protagonist and antagonist. As seen
in Figure 6, the step-father has
Figure 10:Pg: Tales from the Crypt, Issue 29, 50

exaggerated features, a large

forehead, and intimidating eyes. These features make him up to be monstrous and highlight the
grotesque nature of both his interior and exterior. Davis took to a looser style when illustrating
the comic’s protagonists. Artie and his mother, the protagonists, are in constant light. This
symbolism stresses the innocent (child) motif which provides Artie with a that constant look
about him. Especially in sharing the same scenes with his step-father, he gave off the expected
childish aura which allows readers to feel sympathy for him as he endures the wrath of the man.
Artistically Davis made the characters drastically different in terms of inking style and bodily
make up. Similar to Artie, his mother is often in light and her face is often clear of any inking or
hatching. Their faces are clear so that they can clearly emote to scenes within the story, such as
in Figure 6 above with Artie’s mother. This visual aspect also lends to the horror genre because
the audience is able to see and feel the emotions of each character. There is no question as to
whether that is a look of fear, rage, or shock.
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Not only is this comic gruesome in its final scenes, the aspects of horror permeate what is
familiar to us within its panels. At the time of its publication, the home was supposed to be a
sacred place and the family was always thought to be picturesque. However, in this comic, the
home has turned into a dangerous and uncertain place. As if hidden in the shadows, like the
gruesome step-father, the writers lead us into the home and turn our expectations of what a home
should be upside down. In this comic, no actual creature or outside force appears to be behind
the actions that end in the murder of the step-father. This unseen aspect leaves the audience in
suspense and recalls Freud’s “the Uncanny”. We never see Artie’s “friend” Hozir. Instead, he is
merely mentioned in dialogue when Artie is questioned as to who he is talking to when he is
locked in the closet. It is also unknown who put the step-father through the meat grinder; instead,
we hear about it indirectly in dialogue. With the dialogue, we are presented with the unheimlich
and we are forced to question what is real. With questions, such as: Is Hozir really the killer? Or,
Is the innocent child, Artie, also a murderer? Readers must now discern the unfamiliar aspects to
the narrative with their answers to these questions that may arise. Given the psychological
struggle of the story, Hozir could have been Artie’s way of coping with the abuse of his stepfather.
Alongside the unfamiliarity that goes along with taking an everyday setting such as the
household and turning it into a secluded house of horrors, this comic also relies deeply upon
eliciting shock and discomfort. Through its overarching focus on Artie and his step-father, child
abuse is highlighted as the primary conflict. It becomes the reason why Hozir was created and
most notably what causes the step-father’s demise. Especially during its release in the 1950’s,
child abuse was almost considered a taboo. In using this idea that the subject itself was
unfamiliar, the writers and artist Jack Davis took to using the panels as a means to create dark,
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confrontational scenes. Even scenes that involved conversations between mother and son are
littered with tension, even if it was just a minor change in their postures or facial expressions in
each scene. These artistic and narrative techniques leave readers in a liminal state between
familiarity (the home) and unfamiliarity (the fear of its inhabitants due to abuse). All of this
build-up and tension leads to a terribly gruesome ending which removes familiarity completely
from the piece and offers the only resolution through ending the abuse (and abuser in this case).
“Suddenly Lily heard the humming…the humming of a motor...” (54). This is the
opening panel of the story’s final sequences in Figure 11 below. This panel directs us into the
next panel by means of their posture and gazes. The first two panels have our innocent characters
in the foreground; here we are close to them and must follow their gazes to the other side of the
room. We are told about Hozir and his “terrible thing” just as Artie’s mother pulls us into the
scene alongside them as she questions the sound. Upon their realization that it is the meat grinder
which is the cause of the sound, the artist zooms into their expressions of terror, in a pose that
looks as if they have whipped around in a sudden panic. With this panel the tension rises, and we
must read the panels underneath in order to witness the scene that is has been off-panel up to this
point. The perspective has shifted, with our characters are left in the background, behind the pile
of meat. Closure becomes an active point here as readers progress to the final row of panels after
the build up from the characters in the first few panels on the page. Even though it is only
momentarily, we wonder what could have possibly befallen the step-father. With the humming
of the meat grinder echoing through each panel, it is revealed in one final larger panel that the
step-father has become the tools of his trade in a way. The sequential artist has taken to
displaying such a gruesome and disgusting death to end the comic. By turning the father into
mincemeat, the shock value has been elevated immensely and the unfamiliarity still lingers
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because the cause of the murder is still left open to question. All throughout the comic we never
see Hozir, we only hear about him through the other characters, and one begins to wonder if he
existed at all, or if he was merely Artie’s means of psychological coping against the traumas he
endured. The unseen aspect of Hozir drives this story further into the realm of Freud’s
‘Uncanny” and the concluding panels, as shown below, achieves the uncomfortable affect of
terrifying and shocking audiences that Carroll notes in the “art-horror” theory as a driving force
behind the genre.

Figure 11:Tales from the Crypt, Issue 29, Pg:54
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EC comics were among some of the most influential early horror comics to be released
and have become the cornerstone for longer comics narratives and present day serial comic arcs.
EC comics utilized the basic fundamentals of the horror genre such as characters, settings, and
Noel Carroll’s emphasis on a monster. In this case, the monster was the Uncanny aspect because
the monster could have been either Hozir, who was never seen, or Artie’s brutish step-father who
is supposed to be loving and caring to his family through society’s views. This comic offers one
early example of how both the written and visual aspects to the comics medium enhances the
horror genre’s basic foundation. In the following section, we will see how a longer story comic
can further its illustration of the horror genre through its serial format.
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Chapter 4: The Saga of the Swamp Thing
Advertised as “sophisticated suspense,” the 1982 American Gothic arc in the Saga of the
Swamp Thing comics (issues thirty-eight and thirty-nine) introduces us to the plot-driving
character John Constantine and a submerged city of long lost terrors. All the while readers also
witness the Swamp Thing’s internal conflicts in regards to the love he cannot have. These
storylines and character arcs carry the comics like episodes to a television series. Written by
Alan Moore, with artwork by artists Stan Woch and John Totleben, this series of The Swamp
Thing’s adventures was released as single printed issues and later, rereleased in book collections.
Due to this monthly release schedule, the stories gained an episodic feel. This “to be continued”
notion further expands on the short story format as readers await the continuation of the story
with the following issue. Given the fact that each storyline was often not completed in one issue,
the sequential artists must construct their characters, settings, and panel compositions to keep a
steady flow to the story.
In this comic arc, the Swamp Thing is the complex protagonist of the series, as opposed
to plain and simple Artie in our Grounds…for Horror!, but the setting still stems from the
domestic space. This character change from innocent child to grotesque plant creature adds a
further layer to Noel Carroll’s focus on the everyday human as the usual hero. With this revival
in the Swamp Thing series, among other tales, the classic horror monsters are brought back into
the fray to deal with current societal issues in mundane towns. Social issues such as ecological
concerns or a town’s submerged and maniacal past add to the already deep layers in this tale. In
these two issues, titled “Still Waters” and “Fish Story” respectively, the Swamp Thing is
portrayed as a superhero rather that the grotesque plant creature that everyone may be
accustomed to due to past portrayals. In this new series, he emerged as a complex character with
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emotions, inner conflict, a sense of justice, and a need to protect the innocent from everyday
evils and in this case, horrors that humans have helped in fostering.
The first issue, “Still Waters”
begins in medias res, introducing
readers to the Swamp Thing through his
reluctant decision to leave the one he
loves. As shown in Figure 12, the panels
split scenes and flash between personal
conflict of the Swamp Thing and
another scene which he will soon
interact. Before we are introduced to any
type of specific setting, these panels
offer flashes of distant shots of the
characters and put us in the perspective
of what is underneath the waters. As
Swamp Thing embraces Abby in an
emotional, sullen farewell, we are
Figure 12:Moore, Swamp Thing Issue 38, Pg: 2

interrupted by the narration of teenage

boys romping through the trees towards the water. As Swamp Thing departs, we enter more fully
the setting with the boys and the “water beading around them” (Moore 2).
At this point, the setting is only partially introduced to us as the opening panels and few
pages act as a classic horror film does, by only revealing details in parts. At first the water seems
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harmless as, the boys are playfully splashing
one another until they find that the water hides
leeches and they flee to the shores in shock.
These, the panels leading up to a shocking
revelation. Through Figure 13, in the first four
panels, we focus on the boys in the background
scrambling to the shore in disgust as a boy who
we discover is Nicky, who remains floating in
the same exact position the waters in the
peripheral foreground. The constancy of the
foreground directs focus to the more active
background and the speech bubbles until
perspective shifts to the boys and then back to
Nicky in the final two panels. Here the corpse
like figure occupies most of the panel, deathly
blue, his lifeless eyes peering at the

Figure 13:Moore, Swamp Thing, Issue 38, Pg: 3

exclamation of his friend “Nicky?”. Across the small rectangular panels, as the boys yell for
Nicky, he has turned pure white, here the color proves immensely effective in creating this
shocking moment. The page ends with a shocking close up of Nicky, a ghostly drowned look
upon him, as the boys are backlit in the back not realizing the horror that has just overcome their
friend.
The first issue sets the scene by introducing us to the characters by means of contrasting
death and regeneration. The setting drastically changes as we are introduced to the history behind
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the submerged city (Figure 14). The domestic
setting recedes and the supernatural realm of the
unknown emerges by forcing a close-up
confrontation with a grotesque vampire. The fullpage title illustration introduces us to these
supernatural vampire creatures that took Nicky’s
life. The panels following the title page then split
between illustrating the boys prolonged terror and
the details of the city drowned under the water.
The captions in the panel carry a prophetic sense

Figure 14: Moore, Swamp Thing Issue 38, Pg: 7

of foreboding throughout our tour of the town as Moore continues to set the scene. Unlike the
previous panels with Nicky, this panel uses captions to present information through a more
authorial voice rather than dialogue. The panels also integrate Swamp Thing’s side story by
inserting flashes of panels of his regrowth and journey leading up to his arrival in the town.
All the while the other panels are forcing us to confront the vampires and the history as to
why they became the bloodthirsty creatures they are. In several zoomed in panels, such as in
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Figures 14 and 16, we are confronted with
the eyes of the vampires. Their transfixed
gazes are dispersed within scenes of Swamp
Thing regenerating, and as both creatures
grow stronger and emerge from their cocoons
or coffins, the town of Rosewood, Illinois is
beginning to fall apart. As the boys decide
whether to leave Nicky and the town begins
to bicker over possible solutions, we continue
to see the vampires, in conjunction with
Swamp Thing, grow stronger leading into the
second issue. This sets the idea of
monstrosities living on land, within the
human community, as opposed to the

Figure 15: Moore, Swamp Thing Issue 39, pg. 1

paralleled town
underwater town,
where the inhuman
amphibian vampires
lurk. This connection,
now carried through
the entire story after the
set of panels in Figure
Figure 16: Moore, Swamp Thing Issue 39, Pg. 8
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15, implies that the land offers more uncertainties than meets the eye.
Issue thirty-nine, entitled “Fish Story” carries us through the disgruntled town and into
the climax and conflict of the story, as the Swamp Thing arises as the hero. Being that this issue
is a continuation from the last chapter, this episodic feel lends to tense emotion and suspense that
animates the horror genre as readers want to know what happens next. The to be continued
notion at the end of the first issue leaves readers in a liminal zone as they wait to get ahold of the
next installment. The opening panels of the next issue (#39) illustrate the everyday horrors that
were the focus of many EC comics. In a striking hexagonal panel format, Figure 15 illustrates
how the underwater town is actually a safe haven to its inhabitants as opposed to the surface,
where fathers are abusing their sons, friends leave friends to die, and the domestic space is
tearing itself apart. Within the alternating panels, Moore draws a comparison between both
settings and uses captions to lead readers through the complex panel sequence. Also, Woch and
Totleben illustrate how the destroyed, submerged Hell that has become the old Rosewood town,
is quite similar to its land based counterpart.
Moore lures us in with the dialogue, ensuring that this forsaken town is a safe haven for
its children, while on the surface the horrors are certainly blatantly affecting the children, all the
while the artists set each location apart. With captions, such as, “safe…to live and
worship…safe…to raise their children” (Moore 1), he juxtaposes those words with a darkened
underwater image of a dilapidated toy store, where both the toys and a playground in the bottom
dark image appear to be long forgotten. Once readers make their way through that panel, they
must now face the human world, void of color and compassion. The three white background
panels in Figure 15 blatantly show a father beating a son, so both Moore and the artists offer no
reprieve to the unfamiliar and violent worlds they have presented. Each panel in this jagged
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shaped sequence does not relent on its emphasis that the human world is just as bad as the
unfamiliar one that lurks below the surface. Moore certainly uses the conflict of the story to
illustrate how the humans appear to be the true monsters in this tale, but we read the vampires
and even Swamp Thing as grotesque monsters because we do not understand them. In reality, the
vampires simply wish to live in peace, especially after the atrocities done to them, and will
defend their community above all else, even against the Swamp Thing.
The Swamp Thing is the vigilante hero while the citizens of Rosewood and the
supernatural citizens of the former Rosewood have become the monsters. What is familiar and
unfamiliar drives the perceptions over the various characters within the story. The unfamiliarity
of the waters and what lies beneath is the only reason why people are repelled from it and why
Swamp Thing is sent by Constantine to clear out the vampires. The townsfolk are in a panic now
that they realize that monsters threaten their so-called community, their familiarity, by seeking
the blood of innocent victims to survive. Despite the fact that the vampires are merely attempting
to survive and care for their children just as well as the people on land, while the folks spend
time arguing and abusing their children, acting like monsters on their own. This suspension
between the categories of the hero and villain leads to blurred lines as to who the real monsters
are here. Moore appears to be capitalizing on this question so readers begin to question
themselves and remain in a state of discomfort as they attempt to grapple with the shocking
comparisons and perspectives that the panels provide.
The most notable addition to the comics medium through these episodic issues is the art
style, a looser inking style, and most importantly, the implementation of color. Unlike the EC
comics, which relied mainly upon stark lights and darks and solid areas of black ink to create
depth and drama within the panels, these comics use color to provide more visual cues and
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information to readers. The artists of the Swamp Thing comics, Stan Woch and John Totleben
appear to lean towards a more muted color pallet to support their protagonist’s adventures.
Especially in these specific issues with the focus being on water and the underwater city, like in
Figure 17, the tones are more pastel
and add to the gloomy, cold setting
that hovers over each panel. The lack
of bright, vibrant colored inks also
creates impact and attention through
story and compositions rather than
bold lines and bright colors that also
often help in separating pieces in each
panel’s foreground and background.
AS in the panel collections in Figure
17 of the underwater city, the blues,
greens, and greys add to the already
present sense of foreboding over the
city and does not set it that much far
apart from the muted colors and skin
tones to the people upon land. This
Figure 17: Moore, Swamp Thing Issue 39, Pg 6

furthers the blurred delineation that is
present throughout the story: who is the real monster? Both the land and sea ‘creatures’ carry a
pasty and lifeless look to them and even when the blood is drained from several of the townsfolk,
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they do not appear to change too drastically, and it is as if they are already close to being dead
anyway.
The use of color is not the only tool that the artists have implemented in the comics in
order to work within the horror genre. The dynamic panel compositions and pages of these
comics constantly shift views of foreground and background character placement (in both
Figures 17 and 18) and thereby add to the uncertainty of this story. Just like in the short story EC
comic Grounds…for Horror! panel
transitions are a significant narrative aspect
to the comics, and especially in the Swamp
Thing comics where both the panel
contents, panel organization, and
transitions are a bit more complex.
Compared to the EC’s simple subject to
subject shifts in the foreground and
background, the Swamp Thing story
includes subject-to -subject, but also adds
aspect to aspect transitions, with variations
of each as well. For example, in Image 18,
panels are no longer restricted to the simple
square or rectangle shape and instead are
presented as diagonal, intersecting, and full
art panels. While Moore has included many
Figure 18:Moore, Swamp Thing Issue 39, Pg: 7

simple panel shifts during conversations
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between characters, he has taken to splitting between two storylines until Swamp Thing joins the
fray and battles the underwater vampires. The
splitting of the simpler subject to subject panel shifts
in these scene snapshots allows for a more distorting
read across the page and allows for Moore, Woch,
and Totleben to create a more dramatic and
cinematic feel to his pages. This feeling of
disorientation is further emphasized by the complex
panel perspectives that send readers all over the
picture plane. For example, in Figure 17, readers
shift from a view from below upwards, to a view
from above downwards, and ending with our feet on
the lake floor, perspectives finally leveled again,
only to turn the page to see what is next.
Given that these issues are a continuation of
adventures where Swamp Thing will later move on

Figure 19: Moore, Swamp Thing Issue 39, Pg: 4

to a new location to battle a new horror, the sequential artists have more room to work as
opposed to a short story that needs to be completed in a few pages. This allows artists to include
splash pages, or full page spreads that highlight a specific event, place, or character(s) in the
story. Such as Figure 18, splash pages give audiences a big reveal to a specific aspect that Moore
wishes to highlight and in this case, it is the vampire creatures hurtling towards us just as the
story title appears. Here we are both introduced and confronted with what we would consider to
be the creatures of the story. In Carroll’s analysis, the monster usually goes against societal
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norms and expectations. However, by showing that the human world is the cause of both the
vampires and caused the destruction of their own communities and families by means of abuse,
this story appears to leave the question of who are the real monsters very much up to
interpretation. Readers go into the story believing the underwater town is the unfamiliar place in
which they do not wish to tread, however, Moore and the artists also show the grotesqueness of
the world above in counterpoint to the world of monstrous, bloodthirsty vampires.
Despite all of the differences that these serial comics have compared to the EC short story
comics, the longer story comics do build upon the basic foundations that the older comics have
set up such as characters, settings, and a cohesive use of both the visual image and written word.
Both stories also have controversial topics and in the case of Swamp Thing, carry past these two
issues. These issues of the Saga of the Swamp Thing and his new adventures are able to take a
lot of undertones past censorship and the comics code that censored many of the horror comics
that followed the pre-code EC stories. For example, in issue thirty-nine especially, we blatantly
see a father striking his son in the face while he is threatening him and degrading him in the
dialogue. In comparison, in the EC comic we never actually witnessed a physical strike from
Artie’s step-father; the EC comics left things open-ended or implied to further the idea of closure
and to avoid censorship. Both comics highlight uncomfortable themes such as a broken
household, child abuse, or in the case of Swamp Thing, his love of a human woman, who we see
him leaving as a side story to the main plotline. Both comics texts question social norms and take
us into deeper, darker places of society. Swamp Thing especially forces us to question what we
consider to be a hero or monster because Swamp Thing himself is a grotesque mutated character
that ends up vanquishing the vampires and saving a town that is not much better for it. The
overall focus of this arc focuses on the seen and unseen because what is considered unfamiliar to
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us terrifies us outright however, what is familiar to us in broad daylight can be even more
horrifying.
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Chapter 5: Emily Carroll’s “His Face All Red”
Web comics, such as Emily Carroll’s His Face All Red, utilize aspects of the traditional
comic medium but add their own innovations by means of the internet and computer screens.
There is a printed adaptation of her web comic, however, it does not hold the same effects or
animations and pacing that a web comic allows in its original digital environment. Web comics
express their stories through scanned artworks, digital drawings, and compositions that span the
entire screen. In Carroll’s web comic, readers are left between a sense of the known and
unknown not only through her choice of characters and setting, but also through the way she
chooses to organize her panels within the browser. Scrolling and clicking through the screen
enhances Carroll’s artwork and its sense of building suspense. Emily Carroll’s use of the internet
technologies enhances the traditional comics medium and thus further its effectiveness in the
horror genre.
Some web comics follow the layout of printed comic pages and have readers scroll
through by means of arrow keys; however, other web comics now utilize the entire computer
screen as their page or panel. Comics such as Carroll’s allow both the writers and artists to have
the freedom to create as much and as large of works as they wish. Having this freedom to have
such an abundance of space is known as the “infinite canvas”. According to McCloud in
Reinventing Comics, “The infinite canvas is the idea that the size of a digital comic page is
theoretically infinite, and that web comics are therefore not limited by conventional page sizes.
An artist could conceivably display a complete comics story of indefinite length on a single
"page" (McCloud 222). Along with the “infinite canvas” concept, web comics introduce their
own scrolling and navigation methods for readers and sometimes present serial storylines that
often resemble a blog that gives readers daily page updates.
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Web comics use the space of the computer screen to explore the comics medium. While
the computer screen offers new possibilities, it also has a limited viewing space. Due to the
restrictions on the screen writers and artists must rely on the utilization of scrolling mechanisms
to lead readers through the panels. Given that the digital environment is an infinite canvas, the
compositions of the panels and full pages can be any size, length, or expanse along the screen.
This shift in size allows the panels to not be compressed or contained by pages or borders. The
freedom that web comics have through these means allows for readers to scroll down or to the
side to see the story as it happens. Since there is no “page turning” persay, readers get to
experience the story as it unfolds. In this way, the web comic can at times resemble that of an
animation or even film. Several of these formal modes and techniques are illustrated in Carroll’s
His Face All Red, especially in its powerful ending.
The reader moves through the story by scrolling
vertically through the computer screen and this simple
action creates the form of the comic because Emily
Carroll has organized her panels to complement the
screen. Carroll deliberately arranges each panel to
follow the pacing of the story, especially after the
younger brother murders his older brother. A
descending motion of panels allows for us to see only
two images fully until we need to scroll to progress (see
Figure 21). Carroll has essentially given us control of
Figure 20: Emily Carroll, His Face All Red

the pacing and experience of the narrative. For example, the
Figure 21: Emily Carroll, His Face All Red

ending of the comic takes us down a hole in the woods,
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following the supposed protagonist as he attempts to discover how his dead brother has come
back to life. Again, compositionally the panels are drawn in such a way that the reader’s eyes are
easily led by means of a visual map. Upon reaching this panel, we must scroll down a long, thin
vertical space to descend into the hole where the older brother lies. This scrolling descent, as
seen in Figure 17, contrasted by the black background of Carroll’s webpage, makes the hole feel
claustrophobic and the journey chilling. Leading up to the big reveal, we are given control over
how fast we actually get to the end because of the limited size of the computer screen. This use
of the screen space has allowed for Carroll’s specific choice of panel organization to make for a
planned out and lengthy read. In the printed version of this narrative, the effectiveness of the
panels that are now inked onto full sized pages is lost and the web comic’s buildups seem to have
somewhat lost their impact in this transition. With the loss of the space and navigation of both
the computer screen and scrolling, the comics’ pacing and flow is disrupted.
Similar to printed comics in regards to their use of both written and visual story cues to
convey the tale, web comics often use installments and digital art to provide readers with an
episodic and graphic feel to the tale. For web comics, artists often use scanned art pages to
provide online followers with daily updates on the story. Like Carroll, artists and writers often
publish stories or parts of stories over consistent timetables and resemble that of the ever-popular
episodes that everyone is captivated with on television today. Web comics also share
commonalities with printed comics in regards to panel compositions, panel transitions, and a
relationship between both the written and visual dialogue within the panels. Yet, with all of these
similarities, web comics offer their own version of the medium into the horror genre. In His Face
All Red, Carroll offered us a complete tale but the ending can leave many unfulfilled or utterly
terrified. Depending on each individual, her comic could affect each reader a different way:
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satisfied with the uncanny and terrifying animated ending that reveals the brother sleeping, face
covered in blood in the bottom of the tunnel we travel down, or unsatisfied that the horror was
actually something least expected. In this comic, we never get to see the killer. Similar to
Grounds For Horror! we never reach a resolution as to what actually became of the older brother
to manifest his return. The unfamiliarity that Carroll has suspended her readers into certainly
leaves a shocking and impactful ending sequence. Carroll’s web comic and simple illustrative
style lends well to the factors that are instrumental to the horror genre.
One of those factors is setting. The setting
can make the story that much more gruesome,
gory, or uncanny. In this story the setting brings
us once again into a domestic space. Similar to
that of Grounds For Horror!, Carroll presents a
heartwarming domestic space alongside a
haunting liminal setting with normal townsfolk,
seemingly normal characters, and the age-old
tale of two brothers. The conflict of the tale
arises out of feelings of envy and later guilt,
staged at nighttime in the woods in which no
one in the town dares to tread. During the day,
Figure 22: Emily Carroll, His Face All Red

Carroll presents readers with a normal town,

normal social gatherings, and docile protagonists. This is the heimlich aspect to the story. As
illustrated in the Figure 22, Carroll gives us mundane scenes that we are accustomed to seeing in
our daily lives. Everything is simple. No dynamic scene switches or dramatic tension of lights
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and darks appear within the scenes. Again, we are confronted with a domestic space where we
expect nothing to go awry, as nothing initially seems too out of the ordinary. The unfamiliar
aspect occurs, especially for the narrator, in the three horizontal panels beginning Figure 22. The
panels appear constant, with the only movement is from the crowd, which is expected. However,
for the narrator and for readers, the unexpected arises in the third panel when the narrator’s eyes
grow a bit wider and the only dialogue sets us aback, “This man is not my brother?” The
realization that things are not what they are supposed to be evokes Freud’s Uncanny theory.
The Uncanny also arrives at the mention of the woods and with the woods standing in for
a liminal space, this suspension of the in-between keeps us shrouded in the realm of the
unfamiliar. The woods transform this calm domestic space into eerie nighttime folklore. The
woods are the unknown of the story. They
are the unheimlich. Illustrated as a dense,
dark, and cold place (as seen in Figure 23
below), the woods become the place that
everyone fears because they do not know
what comes out of it or what happens when
Figure 23: Emily Carroll, His Face All Red.

you venture inside. In this case, Carroll leads

characters into the woods by telling of a monstrous creature that is terrorizing the town. The
unfamiliarity of the woods and what monsters it could be shrouding draws the curiosity of both
the brothers and readers. The woods not only conceal this supposed creature which represents the
obvious monster; it actually conceals the jealous brother’s murder of his more successful brother.
The horror in the story emerges through the woods and not a classic gruesome creature. Along
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with the unfamiliar woods against the everyday domestic space, the human characters become
the true reason behind the terror of this comic.
Carroll furthers the sense of the unknown by only showing certain characters throughout
the whole story. Under the symbolic shadows of the dark forest, the characters that we see (and
do not see) add to the eerie nature to Carroll’s story. In the beginning, we are introduced to the
good brother that the town adores, the hero. We are also introduced to his younger brother who is
left unnoticed, thinking he could never possibly match up to his older brother. At this point,
Carroll leaves it open-ended as to who is the protagonist or antagonist. With the introduction of
this so called “BEAST”, Carroll begins to follow the lines of a stereotypical horror tale. The
BEAST is portrayed as the stereotypical horror creature, possibly a wolf eating livestock, that is
terrorizing towns in the process. This unseen creature elicits genuine human fear in the process.
Thanks to this creature supposedly living in the woods, the town has become immensely fearful
of the place. The two men venture into the woods in an attempt to find out about the Beast, and
this is where the younger brother reveals to us that he is the monster of the story through his
actions against his own brother. This juxtaposition of roles, further illustrates the sense of
uncertainty that arises with a man who shares none of the usual monstrous attributes of other
horror characters, but nonetheless proves to be is a jealous murderer. This sudden shift in
revealing the actual monster of the tale changes the whole contour of the entire story.
Carroll leads her entire comic with a focus on the unfamiliar, by what is seen and
virtually unseen through the entire story. We noted how the Beast in the woods was never
actually witnessed, we were merely shown that the brother slayed a wolf, assuming that was the
culprit. However, once the younger brother murders him we realize that the wolf was not the
monster of the story and Carroll transfers the spotlight for that role to the younger brother.
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Though we never see the murder, Carroll set up her panels to accompany these missing details
by showing long narrow panels that do not change at all, each detail constant, except one panel
that becomes glazed over in blood red amongst the trio (seen in Figure 24). This technique forces
us to take notice of the sudden change and the ominous symbolic meanings behind the blood red
color can further the affect of the horror genre. Similar to Grounds for Horror!, the panel
transitions are minimal and non-jarring; instead the horror of the tale arises in the suggestive
realm of the supernatural and the idea that the younger
brother has now disrupted the familial structure and warm
domestic space of the town.
This web comic shares other similarities to the
Grounds for Horror short comic. Carroll employs an
everyday theme of two brothers and jealousy but then
overarches it with psychological guilt and realization that
nothing is what it seems. For example, upon the older
brother’s return, after the ‘killing’ scene as shown above, he
shows no signs of injury and we actually never see the kill
or the killer. Each panel also never reveals his face fully to
us all throughout the rest of the story. Each time we suspect we will get a glimpse of his face,
Figure 24: Emily Carroll, His Face All Red

something obstructs our gaze; often the foreground is withholding information from us. It stifles
our understanding and now places the brother further into the realm of the unheimlich. Carroll is
allowing her panels and transitions to only show parts of the story because she may want closure
to take over. Like the younger brother begins to do, we can let our imagination roam in a search
for familiarity or in this case, an answer we may not be fully prepared to confront. In an attempt
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to find answers, Carroll and the narrator take us on a descent into the unknown realm that has
become that hole in the woods. In a slower reveal than the meat grinder scene in the Grounds for
Horror!, we must scroll down as the brother descends the small channel to reach his older
brother asleep in a small lit
cavern at the bottom (as shown
in Figure 25). Here Carroll has
us following the supposed
protagonist as he attempts to
discover how his dead brother
has come back to life. Again,
Figure 25: Emily Carroll, His Face All Red

compositionally the panels are

drawn in such a way that the reader’s eyes are easily led by means of a visual path. Upon
reaching this panel, we must scroll down a long, thin vertical space to descend into the hole
where the older brother lies. This scrolling descent, as seen in Figure 21 on page 51, contrasted
by the black background of Carroll’s webpage, prolongs the claustrophobic journey. Leading up
to the big reveal, we are given control over how fast we actually get to the end because of the
limited size of the computer screen. This use of the screen space has allowed for Carroll’s
specific choice of panel organization to make for a planned out and lengthy read.
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At this point we cannot rely on character facial expressions or panel compositions, we can only
wonder why he could be down there. This shocking reveal comes by means of an animation on
the web (through Figures 25 and 26), between these two screens, one must click a “next” arrow
to initiate the reveal (Figure 26). Carroll gives readers the ultimate control over the shock of
these panel sequences. The
brother turns ever so slightly
to reveal his face all red, and
with no witty Crypt Keeper to
remark, the comic abruptly
ends at that panel. This leaves
a supernatural and unsettled
Figure 26: Emily Carroll, His Face All Red

ending. Carroll leaves readers
to consider what could have possibly brought the brother back, why is he back? And the “Next”
button underneath this final panel leaves readers stuck in suspense, receiving no answers or
clarification on this minor but impactful ending, the unfulfilling “by Emily Caroll” conclusion is
all that is given.
The most unsettling element to this particular comic is that Carroll offers no resolution.
The unfamiliarity of the brother’s return, and whether it is real or a mere figment of the younger
brother’s guilt, remain unresolved. Our search for understanding is thwarted by Carroll’s
impeccable use of the simple animation. Unlike a gruesome reveal such as the step-father being
turned to mince-meat, we grow more terrified by what we do not know and the Noel Carroll’s
art-horror has been fulfilled. Emily Carroll’s comic skillfully utilizes to the web comic medium.
She has handled the restrictions of the computer screen and has in turn used it to her advantage
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through her creative panel layout. This comic, shows how well comics can meet and even extend
the conventions of the horror genre.
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CONCLUSION
Since the classic EC comic Crypt Keeper Tales, comics artists have been able to create
and evolve narratives with new and impactful panel spreads that place audiences in the forefront
of the action. With the introduction of color, distorted and often dynamic panel layouts and
perspectives in tandem with societal critique in the narratives, the horror tale could not be more
uncomfortable. Along with deep societal critique, these comic story arcs offer the horror genre
another canvas with more elaborate tools in which to illustrate these terrifying stories along with
the basic cornerstones of settings and characters. Comics have already long contributed to the
horror genre, but, the comics that arise out of the internet age extend the genre traits and
contribute new ways to place the audience within the unfamiliar. Through the “infinite canvas”,
horror comics can further evolve along with the new technologies of our time. This trajectory
into the digital realm allows for new possibilities in the genre and for the theories that have set
the cornerstones for defining the genre. This continuing growth illustrates precisely how
effective that the comics medium was and remains in illustrating the horror genre.
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